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Abstract
Distributed  Shared  Memory  (DSM)  is  a  well-known 
alternatve  to  explicit  message  passing  and  remote  
invocation.  Numerous  DSM  systems  and  consistency  
models have been proposed in the past. The Plurix project  
implements  a  DSM operating  system (OS)  storing  data  
and code within the DSM. Instead of relying on a hard to  
use weak consistency model Plurix combines restartable  
transactions together with an optimistic synchronization  
scheme.  We  call  this  strong  model  transactional  
consistency. In this paper we evaluate our system for the  
first time with a real parallel application, a parallel ray-
tracer  we  have  ported  to  the  Plurix  world.  The  
measurements show that our DSM scales quite well for  
this application though we are using a strong consistency  
model. 

Keywords: Distributed Shared Memory, Parallel Ray-
Tracing, Operating Systems, Consistency Models.

1 Introduction

Commercial operation systems (OS) like Unix, Windows 
or  MacOS  use  sockets  or  remote  procedure  calls  for 
network  communication.  Traditionally,  socket  interfaces 
impose  implementation  of  own  network  protocols  with 
oodles  of  error  conditions  upon  the  developer.  As  a 
response  numerous  middleware  software  packages  like 
RMI, CORBA, and .NET offer a rich set of functionality, 
but fail to simplify implicit sharing of data. They provide 
distributed  database  functionality,  object  exchange,  and 
messaging, but very limited consistency.  Shared data has 
to  be  serialized  for  transport  between  disjoint  address 
spaces, references have to be resolved, and often the full 
transitive  closure  for  pointers  has  to  be  identified  and 
handled  before  transmission.  The  complex  development 
effort  is  dispersed  across  multiple  software  layers  and 
development tools.

In contrast, the possibility of sharing an address space 
offers  an  uniform  view  of  the  data.  Distributed  shared 
memory (DSM) systems proposed by L. Keedy [Kee85] 
and  K.  Li  [Li88]  in  1985  and  1988  respectively,  can 
handle  access  to  shared  objects  implicitly  without 
serialization  or  resolving  of  references.  Thus  the 
developer has a transparent view at shared data and may 
disregard aspects of distribution.

Even  more  important  is  the  automatic  consistency 
management  of  replicated  data  in  the  DSM.  A  lot  of 
consistency  models  have  been  proposed  by  the  DSM 
community  [Mos93].  The  models  got  more  and  more 
weak  and  thus  more  efficient  but  meanwhile  harder  to 

program.  Originally,  DSM  was  developed  to  allow 
execution  of  parallel  programs  written  for   expensive 
multi-processor  machines  on  cheap  commodity  clusters 
without  major  modifications.  But  of  course  introducing 
such  a  complex  weak  consistency  model  involves  non-
trivial modifications to the source code. We believe that it 
this trend is one of the reasons why the DSM concept is 
still not widely accepted, also for new application fields. 

As a response the Plurix project implements the first 
OS storing  data  and  code  within  the  DSM.  By storing 
everything  within  the  DSM  Plurix  implements  a  real 
Single-System-Image (SSI). The latter is widely accepted 
within  the  cluster  computing  community  and  each  user 
gains a global  and uniform view on available resources 
and programs and provides the same libraries and services 
on each node in the cluster, which is very important for 
load balancing and migration of processes. 

Orthogonal persistence is another DSM property in the 
sense that any object reachable from the root of the clus-
ter-wide name service can persist independent of its type. 
Persistence is directly supported by our checkpointing and 
recovery facilities meanwhile making de- and serialization 
functions required for file-based systems superfluous.

Because also system data is stored within the DSM we 
need a strong consistency model as a base model. Plurix 
has therefore introduced the new transactional consistency 
model. The latter relies on restartable transactions and an 
optimistic synchronization scheme. Although we plan to 
introduce  additional  weaker  consistency  models  in  the 
future to support number crunching the system executes 
fast even when using transactional consistency. 

We  hope  that  the  Plurix  system  can  explore  new 
application  fields  for  DSM systems  like  virtual  worlds, 
telecooperation applications, and multi-player games. But 
also  traditional  DSM  applications  are  addressed  like 
shown in this paper a parallel ray-tracing application.

In this paper we present for the first time an evaluation 
of our DSM-based Plurix OS with a real application and 
meanwhile  the  system  itself  is  stored  in  the  DSM.  In 
previous  work  we  presented  a  preliminary  evaluation 
where  synthetic  memory  access  patterns  were  used and 
the system was stored outside the DSM. 

In the following section 2 we present relevant parts of 
the  Plurix  system  necessary  for  the  performance 
evaluation.  Subsequently,  we discuss the architecture  of 
our  parallel  ray-tracer  and  its  parameters  used  for  the 
measurements.  In  section 4 we present  the numbers  we 
gained from the performance evaluation.  In section 5 we 
compare our system to related work. Finally, we conclude 
and give an outlook on future work.
2 The Plurix Operating System



The Plurix OS is inspired by Oberon system developed at 
the ETH Zurich  by  Wirth  and  Gutknecht  [Wir92].  The 
type-safe  implementation  language  is  essentially  Java 
with  some  extensions.  Hardware-independence  is 
abandoned  in  favour  of  machine  level  language 
extensions and because the performance of the JVM is not 
sufficient.  Therefore,  we  have  developed  an  own  Java 
compiler directly translating java source texts directly into 
Intel machine instructions [Sch92]. 

2.1 Memory Organization

Distribution is achieved in a page based distributed shared 
memory (DSM) presenting an identical view of a single 
distributed heap storage (DHS) to all nodes.

Transactional  consistency model  (see section 2.4 for 
details) is implemented for the DHS, where both data and 
code reside, i. e. there is no separation between user- and 
kernel-space [Goe03]. Only hardware management pages, 
space for non-transactional interrupt data (called interrupt-
space) and local stacks are allocated outside the DHS. But 
this  memory  area  can  only  be  accessed  via  special 
functions of the compiler, available to kernel and device 
drivers only.

Since all nodes have the same view to DHS and all 
objects are located in DHS, sharing objects among nodes 
is  easily  done  by  using  the  cluster-wide  name-service, 
which is automatically distributed: entering an object into 
the  name  service  changes  the  DSM,  which  invalidates 
relevant pages on other nodes and the next access to the 
name service on any node will yield the desired object. 

To  prevent  indispensable  classes  and  objects  from 
being invalidated, these are located on special sys-pages. 
Examples  are  the  memory  management  or  the  network 
driver. As a matter of course, all classes called by system-
relevant classes in critical situations must also be system-
classes. 

2.2 Interrupt Handling

Interrupt handlers in Plurix as well as in other OSs require 
special  care.  The handlers  called in case of  a hardware 
interrupt have to be always present and has to reside on a 
sys-page. Since not all interrupts are critical to the system, 
it  is  not  mandatory  to  have  all  device  drivers  with 
interrupt  handlers  and  all  therefrom  called  classes  or 
objects stored on sys-pages. 

Plurix  implements  a  two-staged  nested  interrupted 
handling: first stage detects origin of interrupt and decides 
next procedure. Either the interrupt was requested by the 
network card, then the network device handler is called. 
Otherwise  the  first  stage  interrupt  handler  re-enables 
functionality  of  network-interrupt  and  calls  the  second 
stage interrupt handler inside a device driver, which can 
be a regular object.

For interrupt driven I/Os non-transactional buffers are 
necessary that are described in [Bin02].
2.3 Scheduler
Instead  of  having  traditional  processes  and  threads  the 
scheduler  in  Plurix  works  with  transactions.  We  have 
adopted  the  cooperative  multitasking  model  from  the 

Oberon system. In each station there is a central loop (the 
scheduler) executing a number of registered transac-tions 
with  different  priorities.  Any  TA  can  register  further 
transactions.  System TAs, e.g.  the garbage collector  are 
automatically registered by the OS. Furthermore, the OS 
automatically  encapsulates  all  user  commands  within  a 
transaction.

2.4 Restartable Transactions

Any  memory  access  to  the  DHS is   encapsulated  into 
transactions that follow the ACID (atomicity, consistency, 
isolation, durability) properties [Dad96]. 

In Plurix the requirement of durability is fulfilled in an 
alleviated  nature  with  respect  to  the  trade-off  between 
topicality of persistent data and performance of commit. 
As all data and code resides in the DHS, saving the heap 
saves all relevant information. As all data is modified only 
within  transactions,  saving  all  changed  pages  of  all 
transactions  saves  the  heap.  Therefore  a  pageserver 
continuously collects modified pages and saves them to 
disk  [Sch04].  In  configurable  intervals  (for  example: 
every  two  seconds)  and  whenever  convenient  the 
pageserver finalizes a consistent image. In case of error, 
fault, drop out or even after shutdown this image can be 
used to restore the cluster with consistent data.

If  two  or  more  transactions  collide,  at  least  one  is 
aborted. The optimistic assumption is that transactions will 
rarely conflict  with each other.  Conflicts are checked at 
the  end  of  each  transaction  according  to  a  forward 
validation scheme [Wen02], i.e. the page addresses of all 
modified  objects  of  the  committing  transaction  are 
compared  against  all  accessed  objects  of  other  active 
transactions.  If  a  conflict  is  determined,   one  or  more 
transactions must be restarted.  Currently,  we use a first-
wins strategy that will be extended to improve fairness.

2.5 Transactional Consistency

The memory management must keep track of all accesses 
to shared objects. Every transaction starts with all memory 
pages and this all objects in state “not accessed” and “read 
only”. Reading an object sets its state to “used”, keeping 
“read only”. Writing to an object triggers the creation of a 
backup copy of original value, which is needed in case of 
abort or in case of external requests. The new state of  this 
object,  that  is  visible  only  to  the  current  transaction,  is 
“used  +  written”  and  “readable  +  writable”.  An ending 
transaction publishes all objects or number of objects that 
have been written within this transaction in a write-set, so 
that each node can compare the list of locally used pages 
with the list of the published write-set to detect a possible 
collision. In case of collision every affected node resets its 
changed pages/objects and restarts the current transaction.

Comparison to Other Consistency Models
Major  issues  in  distributed  systems  or  multiprocessor 
environments  are  topicality  and  semantic  correctness  of 
shared  memory.  Topicality  is  controlled  by  memory 
model,  but  semantic  correctness  usually  has  to  be 
considered by the programmer.



The  following  pseudo-code  example  illustrates  both 
issues:  given  two  shared  variables  x  and  y  as  a  point, 
where node 1 wants to square and node 2 wants to rotate 
the shared  point.  Both operations  read  x and  y,  need  a 
temporary variable for calculation and store their results 
back to x and y.

Node 1: Node 2:

shared float x;
shared float y;

void quad() {
float a=x;
x=x*x-y*y;
y=2*a*y;

}

shared float x;
shared float y;

void rotate() {
float b=y;
y=x;
x=-b;

}

If  node  1  changes  x/y  without  notification  of  node  2 
before node 2 will calculate another x/y, the calculation of 
node  1  is  lost.  If  node  1  and  node  2  “simultaneously” 
calculate a new pair x/y, the execution might be:

void quad() {
float a=x1;
x2=x1*x1-y1*y1;

y3=2*a*y2;
}

void rotate() {
float b=y1;

y2=x2;
x3=-b;

}

In this case x3/y3 is destroyed, as it is the result neither of 
quad nor of  rotate.  This means iIf  memory is not  strict 
consistent,  both  nodes  may  read  “old”  values  and 
therefore  destroy  new  results  or  also  overwrite  one 
another. So explicit synchronization by the programmer is 
needed.

Yet with strict consistency, there is the endangerment 
of loosing calculation or  invalidating information totally: 
even  though  each  single  access  to  memory  is  strict 
consistent,  for  most  operations  a  semantic  group  of 
accesses has to start with strict consistent data and then 
has to run atomically, i. e. several semantic groups with 
write-access  to  the  same  shared  values  have  to  be 
executed sequentially.

Therefore  most  systems  have  introduced  barriers  or 
locks, whereby setting these constructs require the nodes 
communicate  with  each  other.  In  this  example  each 
method with access to x or y has to inspect a lock in case 
of reading and to atomically test-and-set a lock in case of 
writing.

Transactional  consistency  provides  strict  consistency 
and includes semantic aspects in the form of transactions, 
as  writing  to  a  shared  variable  results  in  needed 
serialization of affected transactions, but parallel reading 
is allowed with full performance and latest data.

Implementation of Protocol
In Plurix not every access to an object is tracked, but only 
the  first  access  to  a  page.  This  reduces  the  amount  of 
tracking  overhead  and  enhances  performance  with  the 
assistance of processor-built-in memory management unit 

(MMU) of Pentium or above CPUs, which automatically 
sets the appropriate bits in the page management tables.

Each transaction starts with all present pages in state 
“not used” and “read only”.  Reading a value causes the 
MMU hardware  to  autonomously  set  the “used”-bit  for 
the appropriate page without execution of special software 
of OS. Writing a value to memory results in a page-fault, 
which  has  to  backup  the  accessed  page  to  a  so  called 
shadow image and then sets the state of locally accessible 
page to “readable + writable”.  All further operations on 
this page will proceed without further attention of MMU 
or OS in this respect, which means no performance is lost 
compared to execution without tracking.

Reading from or writing to a page that is not present 
results in a page-fault, which requires the kernel to fetch 
this page from another nodes . After receiving the missing 
page execution proceeds as if the page had been already 
present  before  the  page  fault,  i.e.  in  case  of  reading: 
setting the “used”-bit by MMU, and when writing: raising 
protection  exception  and  creating  a  shadow  page  as 
described above.

In  page-based  systems  like  Plurix  at  the  end  of  a 
transaction  there  are  two  possibilities  to  inform  other 
nodes  of  written  pages:  either  by  sending  all  modified 
pages  (update  protocol:  pages  on  other  nodes  are 
automatically refreshed) or by sending the numbers of all 
new pages (invalidate protocol: pages on other nodes are 
discarded and refreshed on access). Plurix implements the 
invalidate-semantic, as this offers reduced network load if 
not all pages are required by other nodes.

To ensure atomicity (i.e. sequential order) of separate 
end-of-transaction  operations,  Plurix  uses  a  token-
mechanism  to  arbitrate  which  node  out  of  several 
competing ones may commit. Each commit increases the 
current  64-Bit  commit-number,  which  can  be  used  as 
cluster logical time. This commit number is included in 
every packet, so all receiving nodes can easily determine 
whether  they  missed  a  commit  action  and  initiate 
appropriate recovery [Sch04].

A node receiving a commit message will invalidate all 
locally mapped pages listed in this message. If the current 
TA used at least one of these pages, it will restart, as there 
was a collision with the currently committing transaction.

If a TA wants to revoke its changes or does not need 
its changes, it has the chance to abort itself. An example 
for voluntary abort is a packet receiver which finds that 
there is currently no packet available. The voluntary abort 
will avoid imposing an unnecessary commit on the other 
nodes. For the DHS memory manager this voluntary abort 
is like a collision, so all written pages are restored from 
shadow  images.  This  saves  network  bandwidth  and 
commit  processing  time  on  this  node  (creating  packet, 
sending packet) and on all other nodes (receiving packet, 
checking pages), and it possibly saves substantial amounts 
of memory and time for garbage-collection. 
In  case  of  an  erroneous compiler-run  with  hundreds  of 
new  objects,  these  objects  are  easily  cleaned  up  with 
voluntary abort at minimized costs.

At this time Plurix uses first wins strategy as described 
above.  If  elaborate  fairness  or  prioritization  of 



transactions  is  needed,  there  are  several  possibilities  to 
implement it.

Some  handicapped  or  higher  prioritized  TA  could 
invalidate  all  needed  pages  and  ignore  page-request  of 
other nodes. As a consequence all nodes conflicting with 
this TA have to wait for this transaction to commit. This 
algorithm is  not  recommended  as  it  is  hard  to  control, 
delays many transactions and easily leads into deadlocks.

Another way to achieve fairness is to ask other nodes 
if they do not object to commit on modified pages. This 
leads  to  delay  at  end-of-transaction,  but  offers  some 
choice  on  selecting  the  winning  transaction  and  avoids 
deadlocks.

As  there  is  no  fairness  problem  with  our  current 
applications,  there  is  no  need  of  prioritization,  but  this 
will be of interest in future work.

Our  DSM  protocol  is  based  upon  non-reliable 
broadcast  and  non-reliable  unicast  in  a  single  LAN-
segment.  Internal  mechanisms  check  received  messages 
and global time and loss packets will be detected. Action 
after packet loss depends on type of packet: most packets 
are  re-requested  and  therefore  a  simple  time-out  can 
handle packet loss. Only packets belonging to a commit 
are  not  requested  and  therefore  can  not  just  be  re-
requested.

The current implementation handles this severe error 
condition  by  falling  back  to  a  previously  saved  system 
image from the pageserver. The fall back operation takes 
less  than  240  ms  on  Athlon  XP+2000  until  command 
prompt.  The  current  implementation  does  not 
automatically  restart  old  transactions  in  case  of  a 
recovery, as one of them could have caused the fallback.

3 Parallel Ray-Tracer Application

3.1 Implementation of Ray-Tracer

To verify the performance of the transactionally consistent 
DSM, we ported the ray-tracer used by project 5 of class 
6837  at  Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology  [Per01]. 
This  is  a  lean  ray-tracer  with  spheres  and  triangles  as 
possible  objects,  each can have its  own surface without 
texture. All rays are independently calculated but use the 
same scene-description,  which in our  case is shared  via 
DSM  and  retrieved  in  the  DSM-based  name-service. 
Access  to  objects  describing  the  scene  is  read-only,  so 
there is no conflict. As successful write to a shared object 
leads to aborts on all machines which have at least read 
the modified page of this object, there would be an blatant 
bottleneck  in  calculation  if  several  transactions  try  to 
publish their results via writing to a single page.

To retain usability and responsiveness for cooperative 
multitasking, not a complete block or even a single line 
should  be  calculated  at  once  to  retain  usability  and 
responsiveness. In number crunching environment this is 
not  important,  but   here  a  ray-tracer  is  used  to  test 
transactional  consistency  and  over-all  performance  of 
Plurix. So calculation of one line is divided into adjustable 
periods of calculation admitting  intermittent user-inputs.

We  have  used  a  two-phase  algorithm:  a  very  short 
phase  to  allocate  lines  and  a  time  consuming  stage  to 

calculate  pixels  in  allocated  lines.  Compared  to 
calculation  of  pixels,  memory-allocation  is  not  time 
consuming.

There  is  no  static  partitioning  of  the  picture  to  be 
calculated, each node allocates a block of lines, calculates 
all  pixels  in  this  block  and  then  proceeds  with  a  new 
block, if there are any left. At the end of calculation there 
is  a  short  period  of  time  where  only  a  few  nodes  are 
calculating, i.e. running time is not identical on all nodes.

3.2 Parameters of Ray-Tracer

There  are  several  parameters  affecting  the  time  to 
calculate the same scene:
• pixels per line
• number of lines
• lines per allocation-block
• time per calculation-period
• number of nodes

Pixels per line and number of lines each affect time in 
the  linear  proportion.  Lines  per  allocation-block 
determines  number  of  allocations  and  therefore  in 
combination  with  number  of  nodes  is  linked  with 
probability  of  collisions  at  allocation  of  a  block. 
Increasing  lines  per  allocation-block  on  the  one  hand 
increases probability of collision because time to allocate 
grows, but on the other hand it decreases probability of 
collision because less blocks are allocated.

Time  per  calculation-block  determines  the  total 
number of transaction-calls needed to calculate this block 
and  therefore  indirectly  time  consumed  by  operating 
system and other transactions.

The number of nodes should be inversely proportional 
to  time  in  best  case.  In  reality  this  is  affected  by 
administration effort, network traffic and collisions.

4 Performance Evaluation

The measurements were performed in a cluster with 12 
nodes, each configured as following:
• processor:  Athlon  XP2500+,  clocked  at  regular 

11*166=1826 MHz
• motherboard: Asus A7V8X-X
• memory: 512 MB DDR-RAM
• network:  3com  905B-TX  at  100  MBit  half  duplex 

connected to Allied Telesyn International CentreCOM 
MR912TX HUB
The  scene  used  for  ray-tracing  is  lit  up  by  3  light 

sources and consists of 8 triangles and 104 spheres with 
reflecting surfaces:

Several  test  series  with  different  parameters  (see 
chapter  3.2)  were  made  to  test  the  performance  of 
transactional  consistency  and  to  show  the  influence  of 
varying  the  parameters.  To  cope  with  the  plethora  of 
measurements,  diagrams  are  divided  by  aspects.  The 
legend of a diagram contains resolution in pixel, lines per 
allocation-block  and  time  per  calculation-block.  The 
longest time of all calculating nodes (see chapter  3.1) is 
taken for the diagrams. All times are in milliseconds.



4.0.1 Allocation-Block and Transaction-Time

Diagram 1: time by number of nodes

All pictures are calculated with resolution 640x480, so 
the useful spent time is identical. Changing the length of 
the calculation-block from 30 ms to 10 ms implies more 
transactions  and  therefore  more  overhead  by  the 
cooperative multitasking, as all other transactions will be 
executed  more  frequently.  Changing  the  size  of  the 
allocation-block  from  40  lines  to  8  lines  creates  more 
collisions  on  the  network  and  is  irrelevant  if  only  one 
node is calculating.

4.0.2 Size of Picture

Diagram 2: time by number of nodes

As expected in theory doubling pixels requires twice 
the time. Therefore doubling one parameter of resolution 
results  in  quadruplication  of  time,  which  in  matters  of 
time can be mostly absorbed by  quadruplication of nodes.

4.0.3 Number of Nodes

Diagram 3: speed-up by number of nodes I.

For low resolutions the time needed for calculation is 
not  sufficient  for  distributing  the  work  over  more  than 
four  nodes,  as  each  node  should  at  least  allocate  three 
allocation-blocks. The theoretical maximum of scaling is 
printed  as  dotted  line.  Even  in  worst  case  the effective 
scaling factor of four nodes is greater than three, i. e. even 
three optimal calculating single nodes could not calculate 
each a third of this picture in the same time as four nodes 
with Plurix calculate the complete picture.

Diagram 4: speed-up by number of nodes II.

Distributing a large picture exhibits linear scaling on 
more than four nodes, which was experimentally verified 
for up to twelve nodes.

5 Related Work 

In  1985  L.  Keedy  presented  an  early  idea  of  DSM 
[Kee85].  In the following years a multitude of software 
and hardware level systems as well as hybrid architectures 
have been developed [TR96]. We do not attempt to give a 
comprehensive overview of the state of DSM systems, but 
as  Plurix  [Plu03]  is  a  page  based  system,  we  shortly 
review  some  representative  page  based  DSM  systems: 
IVY [Li88], Mirage [Fle89] and TreadMarks [Kel94].



Unlike object based DSM systems, page based DSM 
systems detect memory access attempts to protected pages 
in the memory management unit (MMU) within the CPU 
hardware.  Compared  to  software  based  implementation, 
MMU  hardware  speeds  up  program  execution,  but  is 
afflicted by the false sharing problem, if more than one 
object is located at one page. This is mandatory to avoid 
memory waste, as most objects are much smaller than one 
page.

The  “false  sharing”  [Sco93]  performance  penalty 
occurs  in  page  based  systems  when  two  semantically 
independent  variables  reside  on  the  same page  and  are 
alternately accessed by different nodes. Hence this page is 
exchanged  between  nodes  again  and  again,  resulting in 
unmeant network traffic and, in transactional environment 
like Plurix, to dispensable aborts. If the CPU underlying 
the  implementation  supports  multiple  page  sizes,  these 
might  represent  an  interesting  trade-off.  Increasing  the 
size  of  a  page  can  speed  up  memory  access  due  to  to 
locality of data [Raj97], but may also increase probability 
of false sharing.

5.1 IVY

One  of  the  first  proposed  DSM  systems,  the  IVY 
system  [Li88]  was  developed  for  the  Apollo  Domain 
system, a  group of  network  processors.  IVY contains  a 
user level memory manager allowing multiple readers but 
only  one  writer  per  page.  To  guarantee  strict  memory 
consistency,  IVY  uses  an  invalidation  protocol,  which 
requires all read-only copies of a page to be invalidated 
before a processor writes to a page. This and additional 
overhead  of  user-level  implementation  are  the  main 
reasons why the performance of IVY is not convincing.
5.2 Mirage

Mirage  [Fle89]  is  implemented  in  the  kernel  of  an 
existing  existing  operating  system.  Writers  of  a  page 
should obtain access to this page for a period of time Δ. 
This  can  improve  performance  by  enhancing  processor 
locality and avoiding page trashing. Mirage groups pages 
to a segment,  which a process creates  by defining  size, 
name  and  access  protection  of  this  segment.  All  other 
processes  locate and access  this segment  by name.  The 
performance  of  Mirage  is  highly  sensitive  to  proper 
choice of the tunable parameter Δ.

5.3 TreadMarks

TreadMarks  [Kel94]  runs  in  user-space  on  top  of 
commonly available Unix systems. It uses a lazy release 
consistency  model  with  a  page  invalidation  protocol 
allowing concurrent writers. On the first write to a shared 
page,  a copy called “twin” is made. Later the “twin” is 
compared to the current local version to detect changes. 
Lazy  release  consistency  allows delayed  propagation  of 
updates  and  as  such  improves  on  regular  release 
consistency systems like Munin [Zwa91].

Consistency
In  non-distributed  single  processor  environments 

memory  is  implicitly  consistent.  Once  there  is  multiple 

access  and  at  least  one  writer  to  shared  memory, 
competition  arises  and  must  be  controlled  to  achieve 
deterministic behavior.  If  distributed access to values  is 
uncoordinated,  the  result  of  an  operation  no  longer 
depends  on  instruction  sequence  alone  but  also  on  the 
location of this operation,  because out-of-date copies of 
values may be used as input or updated values might be 
changed improperly.  Therefore view to values has to be 
coordinated,  a  couple  of  models  of  consistency  like 
sequential  or  causal  consistency  have  been  discussed 
[Mos93]. A new approach to combine benefits of strong 
consistency  with  simplicity  of  programming  is  to 
consolidate the state changes of a semantic entity into a 
single  atomic  transaction,  leading  to  so  called 
transactional consistency.

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have evaluated the Plurix OS for the 
first  time  running  itself  within  Distributed  Shared 
Memory  with a real application.

The  measurements  demonstrate  potential  high 
performance  and  scalability  of  transactional  consistency 
[Wen02]  as  it  is  implemented  in  Plurix  [Plu03]. 
Furthermore it simplifies programming in an environment 
of shared memory, as synchronization is implicit and need 
not to be considered by the programmer. There is no need 
for  locks,  barriers  or  other  explicit  calls  to  the runtime 
environment,  because  access  to  shared  memory  is 
automatically  synchronized  by  the  DSM  protocol,  that 
implements transactional consistency.

Additionally  Plurix  offers  simplicity  and  safety  of 
object orientated programming in familiar manner and an 
easy to use as well as type-safe kernel-interface [Goe03].

Still there is work to do on false sharing, fairness and 
lazy objects like frames of live video, which do not need 
such strong consistency like transactional consistency.
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